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Social Science stunned by
news of reduction in faculty
Henry Salamy

Cracked sidewalks pose high heel danger

Sidewalks unsafe,
Bollinger admits
By Robin Budrow
Dangerous sidewalks "definitely do"
exist on SJSU grounds, Byron
Bollinger, supervisor of Buildings and
Grounds, admitted Wednesday.
Bollinger’s admissions, following
more than a month of denials that
unsafe areas existed, came when he
was shown Spartan Daily photos of
cracked sidewalks.
As early as 9 a.m, yesterday morning
repairs were started on one sidewalk
Bollinger judged "dangerous" in the
photographs.
Last month, after a sidewalk accident
resulting in a fractured leg of Dr.
Francis Underwood, SJSU anthropology instructor, Bollinger said,
any unsafe walkways on campus
grounds were fixed "immediately."
At the time, Bollinger judged walkways with a one inch or more difference
between levels in the sidewalk as unsafe.
Repairs not made
Cracked sidewalk repairs were not
made in the interim between
Bollinger’s first statement and Wednesday’s admission, according to
student observations.
At least six sidewalks on campus
measured a minimum of one inch
difference between the levels of connecting sidewalk slabs.
Wednesday, Bollinger cited a backlog
of other repair work needed as the
reason the repairs were not done.
"We don’t go out and look for this
type of thing," he said.
"We’re so far behind and there’s so
much work to be done," Bollinger
explained.
The unlevel sidewalks are caused by
the growth of tree roots under the
sidewalks and by driving heavy

machinery over the areas, Bollinger
said.
$5 for each crack
The process of filling those areas with
asphalt would cost about $5 for each
"average" crack and would take
"about one hour of labor," Bollinger
said.
Bollinger maintained that he is
reluctant to level the sections with
asphalt filler, however, "because it
doesn’t look good."
The asphalt filler process, he said
yesterday, is a "temporary measure."
"We would rather do it and do it
right," he noted.
"Doing it right is an expensive and
time consuming affair," he said.
Unlevel sidewalks, in the case of tree
root problems, would have to be torn up
and the roots of the tree cut, Bollinger
said.
Sections of cement dislodged by
machinery, he said, are repaired in
sections.
$5,000 solves problem
One "tree root" problem sidewalk on
Fourth Street will be replaced at a cost
of about $5,000, according to Fred
Frazier, assistant supervisor of
Buildings and Grounds.
The Seventh Street mall area, also
badly in need of repair for the past
three years, Frazier said, has not been
fixed because funds have not been
available.
The photographed sidewalk crack
Bollinger judged unsafe, located between the Woman’s Gym and the
Journalism Building, will cost roughly
$200, Bollinger said yesterday.
The repaired section of sidewalk,
originally dislodged by driving heavy
machinery over the area, is expected to
last "fifty years," Bollinger said.

A.S. Council digs up
money, then spends it
By James Hadley
A.S. Council dug up almost $4,400 to replenish this semester’s general fund, then
turned around and spent almost all of it at Wednesday’s meeting.
Penniless one week ago, A.S. Council drew on two available sourcesthe
Telephone Commission Fund and the Birth Control Clinic accountto pull $4,400
into the new general fund.
But it was almost entirely spent before the meeting ended as $4,000 was allocated
for the student priority poll and the Women’s Health Book.
That leaves $400.82 in the general fund for the remainder of the semester.
Of the $4,000 total allocation Wednesday, $1,000 went to the student priority poll
and the remaining $3,000 was allocated for the publication of the Women’s Health
Book.
Most of the funds to pay for those two projects came from the Birth Control
Clinic account.
Frozen since last spring when the clinic and Student Health Services were
merged, the $5,000 account was released to the general fund, with $3,000 going for
the fall semester and another $1500 for next spring.
The remaining $500 will be kept frozen.
The funds were originally frozen to keep the Student Health Center from spending the money.
The other contributing source was the Telephone Commission Fund, a collection
of money coming from pay phones on campus.
The telephone fund totaled approximately $2,800 which was to be divided equally
between the fall and spring semesters.
The student priority poll, which will allow students the opportunity to determine
which programs should be funded by A.S. funds, will be conducted by the Diridon
Research Corporationif undertaken.
But even with the $1,000 allocation Wednesday, the poll still runs shy of funds by
$2,000.
The bulk of that ( $1200 i will come from the spring semester’s general fund, with
the remainder coming from administration sources.
President John H. Bunzel has expressed his approval of the poll and said the
idrninistration would donate $500 to $700.
decision on how much the administration will donate is expected next week
ith the difference possibly being made up with A.S. funds.
t.,The

By Robin Budrow
The School of Social Sciences is
threatened with a massive reduction of
teaching personnel resulting from a
loss of 588 full-time equivalent IFTE )
students.
The promised cutback in Social
Science faculty is part of a university
effort to dig up $638,000 to payback the
chancellor’s office.
Enrollment at SJSU fell below
projected enrollment, and funds must
be returned to the chancellor’s office.
From 25 to 33 full-time faculty
positions or up to 110 part-time
positions will probably be cut, Hobert
R. Burns, academic vice president, told
a council of the 18 department chairmen yesterday.
Promised cutbacks
The promised cutbacks are a result of
a 10 per cent drop in FTE within the
School of Social Sciences. One student
taking 15 units equals one FTE.
Burns will present the school with a
"due" sheet Monday.
Burns said the school could be "wiped
out" if it had to pay back 10 per cent of
the funds owed to the state because the
school went down 10 per cent in

enrollment.
Social Sciences Dean James Sawrey
posed several potential areas of cutbacks to the council of department
chairpersons, but only one of those
possibilities seemed viable, he said.
Potential cuts
"Our meager travel expenses could
be cut," Sawrey said laughingly, "and
we could cut equipment expenses."
"The most likely of all the areas cut,
however, will be faculty positions," he
said.
Burns tried to "soften the blow" to
the chairmen by "assuring" them that
those department cuts will not be cut in
proportion to the number of student
enrollment drops.
The Council of Deans, earlier this
week, he said, agreed to a compromise
situation where a combination of cuts
from "less import cirriculum" and
"proportionate cuts" would be made.
Unfair decisions
"It’s unfair to the departments such
as Economics that have gone up in
enrollment to cut back," he said.
The chairpersons present at the
meeting agreed that a proportionate
cutback would not only send the School

of Social Sciences "down the tubes,"
but would have an impact throughout
the entire university.
Students would not be able to get the
classes they need for general education
requirements, one chairman argued,
and the enrollment drop would continue
in a "downward spiral."
Another chairmen argued that the
School of Social Sciences has absorbed
losses in enrollment for other schools in
past years and should now receive a
willing "helping hand."
Cutbacks penalize
Donald N. Rothblatt, chairman of
Urban and Regional Planning
Department, stressed that his department had not dropped and to penalize
such a small department would ruin
"incentive" to grow.
Rothblatt’s views were echoed by
several chairpersons of small departments.
Others pointed to the difficulties
Computer Assisted Registration ( CAR)
had created within their departments
by not counting students who are actually registered and attending classes.
CAR ’contused’
At least one chairman pointed to an

entire class that was not being counted
by CAR. Sawrey noted that New
College also claims 30 more full-time
students than are counted by CAR.
"All these and other arguements will
be presented to the chancellor in a
meeting Tuesday," Burns assured the
group.
John Foote, dean of Academic.
planning; Dr. Burton Brazil, executive
vice president; and Burns will go to Los
Angeles Tuesday to lobby the chancellor’s office in an attempt to lessen
the SJSU refund,
’Explosive’ situation
Cutbacks of curriculum within the
School of Social Sciences, Burns
warned, would be a potentially explosive situation.
"We have no generally agreed upon
set of curriculum priorities, he said,
’and any attempt to decide where to
cut will be met by protests of ’arbitrary
administrative decisions.’
"At some stage, however, "Burns
noted, "some arbitrary administrative
judgements will be made."
Burns credited the present "bad
situation" to steady state, a period of
leveling off of enrollment.

Payback of funds angers chairmen
By Phil Trounstine
Department chairmen in the School of Applied Sciences and Arts reacted with
anger and frustration Tuesday when told they would have to cough up part of an
estimated $638,000 SJSU refund to the chancellor’s office.
Dr. William Gustafson, acting school dean, in an attempt to inject a bit of humor
into the meeting of the school’s chairman, began saying, "If we had an appropriate
person, I though we might begin with a prayer."
The chairmen were informed the payback was necessary because SJSU’s
enrollment has fallen below the level at which faculty positions and funds were
allocated.
Chairmen angered
The first reaction was anger when the chairmen realized that they would have to
chip in funds even though their own school had raised its fall semester enrollment.
"We’re taking a cut we shouldn’t have to take," snapped Dr. Harry More,
chairman of the Administration of Justice Department.
"How much is the administration going to cut back?" he demanded.
"In our department we’ve just about hit bottomwe can’t lose any more," said
Dr. Dennis Brown, chairman of the Journalism and Advertising Department.
"Our students are out raising funds so we can run our labs," complained Dorris
Cutting, chairman of the Occupational Theraphy Department.
No student losses
"If we haven’t contributed to the loss, should we have to share in the refund?"
another chairman asked.
After their initial emotional response, the chairmen took a more subdued approach. They began to see that their own departments would suffer in only the
schools where enrollment declined had to make the payback.

"Freshmen and sophomores in this school spend 80 per cent of their time in other
schools," Dr. John Foote, dean of academic planning explained.
Details explained
Foote gave the chairmen the grim details of SJSU’s fall enrollment, explaining
how it had dropped 4.7 per cent from the previous year, to 19,838 full-time
equivalent students ( FTE).
"The welfare of the entire university is our concern," Gustafson said as the
chairmen began to discuss ways in which their school could help with the refund.
But most of the chairmen said they thought their school was getting shafted by
the payback.
"The problems of the other schools are made greater if our school has to cut
back," Cutting said.
Helped other schools
The chairmen nodded their agreement as Gustafson noted that an increase in
enrollment in the applied sciences and arts has helped sustain the other schools
where enrollments have dropped.
"Give me the resources and we’ll get the FTE for this university," the dean
promised.
As the discussion turned toward how the school could come up with funds, the
chairmen began to voice their frustration.
Quality education?
"What happens to quality education?" asked one chairman.
"That’s a good question," replied Foote who was representing the administration at the chairmen’s meeting.
Continued on back page.

Depot:winos,winners
By Sandy Tuchinsky
Johnson,
"California"
Leroy
"gumby" Kellog," the "Wolfman" and
the "shuffler" all hang out here.
So does "the Face. "They all do,
especially after 2 a.m., when all the
bars close.
The place is the Greyhound Bus depot
in San Jose.
Men in unmatched clothing who sleep
on chairs pretending to be waiting for a
bus, are actually looking for an upright
bed.
Inside, women hustle because they
can’t make it on the outside while hardlooking guys with black shades lean
against the walls between the vending
machines.
"May I have your attention please.
The Greyhoung non-stop bus to San
Francisco is now boarding at Gate
Six."
The loudspeaker is clear and concise.
A few drowsy men look up, but for
most, a bus can be caught at anytime.
There is no hurry. Right now the
biggest concern is getting a good
night’s sleep.
During the day, says Bob Snyder, the
man behind the scenes on the depot’s
graveyard shift, it’s business as usual.
Businessmen and commuters come
first, then the travelers, sometimes a
few panhandlersa steady flow of
students come throughout the morning,
depending on when classes are, he said.
Fridays are the busiest days, agree
both Earl Nelson, the ticket agent
during the day shift, and Marie
MacLellan, ticket agent during the
night shift.
On those days, admits MacLellan,
"There are lots of families, students
and soldiers coming in and out 24 hours
a day."

Most of the oldtimers working at the
depot, the ones who have been there for
30-35 years, consider this 15-year-old
depot as the new one, as compared to
the old depot which used to be in back of
the new one on Market St. facing San
Pedro street.
"The old one was drafty," said
MacLellan, a small woman with
shining eyes and an easy smile who has
been with the company since 1943.
"I started as a ticket agent with
Greyhound when the boys here went
away to war," she said.
"There were several women here at
the time, but now I’m the only one left,"
she continued. "When the men came
back from the war, they all maintained
their senority, which is only right and
fair since they were fighting the war for
us.
So I’ve been a ticket agent ever since.
I like the job and I like working in front
of the public," she added.
MacLellan works from 4:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. five days a week.
She said she likes the shift because
her husband, a Greyhound bus driver,
also works about the same hours she
does.
"If I didn’t work nights, I would be
alone a lot," she said.
"Besides, I can handle it."
"The only time I ever had any trouble
was once when a man was angry about
something. He grabbed my arm right
across the counter, but finally, he let
go. I dug my fingernails right into his
hand," she said.
"People used to be a lot different
years ago," ’she said. "No one was in
such a hurry. Now they demand more.
Now everything has to be right now.
Times have changed."
Continued on back page.
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Democrats ’squarely on the dime’
Dick Schaaf
Stall reporter
As Democrats swept into office Tuesday night, and
in varying tones of voice gloated over their successes,
one thought kept popping up.
Is this to be the final irony of Watergate?
Will Election ’74 be the rabbit punch that deepens
the internal problems and eventually tears apart what
is now the lopsided majority party in the country?
For six years, Democrats have had Dick Nixon to
kick around. Now he is gone.
The accession of Gerry Ford was a mixed blessing,
but Democrats could and did place the onus for the
state of the economy on the doorstep of the White
House.
Now, suddenly, and even to Democrats somewhat
unexpectedly, the party of talk is squarely on the
dime. They control Congress, and in 1976, they can
expect to be evaluated on a "put up or shut up" basis.
The prospect has to be privately distressing for
Democratic strategists.
Already hampered by a predictable stable of faces
(Kennedy, Humphrey, Jackson, Mondale, Muskie and
so forth,) tied into what may be a self-defeating
Washington senatorial orientation, Democrats may
find their 1976 convention even more upsetting than

the outward violence of Chicago or the inward turmoil
of Miami.
In their case, they may find that nothing fails like
success.
In the meantime, they can be confident that
Republicans will be laying back, reorganizing, adding
up contributions, and awaiting Campaign ’76 for an
accounting of the Democrats’ landslide.
The economy, perhaps more than Nixon the
Republicans’ millstone, now becomes the Democrats’
baby. With it come energy shortages, world commodities problems, international inflation and
domestic unemployment.
In this era of tapes and instant replay, it would not
be impossible to tune in in 1976 and hear the soberly
jubilant, self-satisfied claims of Democratic mandate
replayed in the context of the 1976 economy.
The last time we heard talk of mandate (Nixon in
1972), we got the most unnerving political upheaval in
the nation’s history.
Any lessons not learned from the rise and fall of
Richard Nixon will be painfully relearned by
Democrats in the next two years.

There’s no excuse now.
In legislation signed by President Ford recently
companies are prohibited from denying credit to
women on the basis of sex. The bill reinforces similar
legislation enacted in California this year also
establishing credit rights for women.
Yet while women and male supporters applaud the
gallant federal and state action, they ought to be
realistic. Signatures on those bills are only token
gestures to defend discriminatory business practices
against this country’s women.
Many laws today continue to promote and reinforce
women’s economic deprivation and dependence on
men. This continued practice is unfair to women and,
as men will someday wake up and realize, unfair to
the male sex as well.
In signing the bill into law Ford said, "While there
has been a voluntary improvement in credit
procedures in recent years, women are still too often
treated as second class citizens in the credit world."
Unfortunately, the "credit world" is not the only
financial problem area for women. If male dominated
government agencies care to look they might notice
that:
Social security regulations discriminate against
the working woman.
Pension systems provide different beneficiary
plans for women than men.
Retirement plans in many working areas, including teaching, are less advantageous for women
than men.
Insurance policies are based on unequal criteria
COIll 111 1111 ifs

for men and women.
Banks and lending companies still often refuse to
give women home mortgages.
In other words, credit ratings are only one of many
problems for women. In fact, a woman today can’t
always establish economic independence after
retirement even after working her entire life.
Of course, there’s no assurance the offenders of this
new federal law will be penalized. It will only work if it
is enforced and it will be up to women to defend
themselves against companies which deny them their
credit rights.
There are som positive signs in further assuring
women rights. The recent addition of women to
governmental posts at many different levels across
the countryfrom the courts to the Congressmay
shed new light on feminine problems.
However, that will take too much time.
More forceful steps may be necessary. Locally,
there are new channels to investigate such
discrimination including the county Commission on
the Status of Women.
In addition, women should boycott stores and
companies which refuse to grant them credit rights.
They should encourage husbands, friends, and
relatives to also join those boycott efforts.
The new equal credit for sexes legislation is only a
token gesture. Now it’s time to get down to some real
basic needs and force local industry and business to
recognize the fact that women have their economic
rights, too.
See related news article page 3.
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Fong ’s appeal to nature answered
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Negative vote proposed for ballot
Bonnie H I niardsrm
Staff reporter
Many voters have complained
recently that they have no real
choice at the polls, that too often
their votes are cast for the lesser of

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters from those who care, on or
off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words, typed on a
55-space line.
The editor and forum page editor
will accept letters for publication
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. daily.

two evils or for a minority party
candidate who has no chance of
winning.
It doesn’t have to be that way if
the voters want to change it.
A suggestion in the October issue
of Penthouse magazine could give
voters a real choice at the polls.
Taken from "The Conquest of
Society" by Snell Putney, the idea
presented by Fred Darwin in
Penthouse is a ballot reading like
this:
( ) Tweedledum
( ) Tweedledee
( ) No ( or "None of the
above")
If a majority of the voters choose
none of the above for an office, the
political parties would have to
nominate new candidates and
another election for that office
would be held.
While Darwin seemed to think
this kind of reform is a long way
off, it might be just what American
voters, frustrated by their lack of
control over party politics, are
looking for.
An initiative on the California
ballot could make the negative vote

part of the state constitution, applying to state and local offices.
In time, the idea might gain
enough support to become federal
law.
Actually, the idea is not really
new, as voters already have the
option of rejecting judicial candidates, but that is merely approval or disapproval of uncontested nominations.
Even if not enough people voted
no to force a new election, at least
those voters that don’t want to see
any of the candidates for an office
elected would have a way of expressing themselves.
The negative vote could cause
confusion at first with added
election expenses and terms
running out before new officials
are elected.
Yet it would force a party to
come up with candidates that
might be satisfactory to a majority
of the voters, not just candidates
potentially capable of defeating the
other party’s choices.
The negative vote would give
voters more control over party
nominations.
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March Fong slid into the office of
California’s secretary of state
resting on the laurels of successful
legislation ending pay toilets in
California state public agency
buildings.
For all the political strategy used
in the 1974 campaign, Fong’s
political maneuver ( PM ) has got to
be the smoothest. Appealing to the
basics in people has and always
will be a fairly sure way to victory.
I’ve been writing campaign
speeches for the grammar school
set for years and using a little
nursery school bathroom talk has
given me a long list of winning
candidates.

Of course pay toilets are different, I’ve been onto them for a
long time. It has always infuriated
me to have to pay to relieve myself.
I considered, a few years back,
going through the usual channels
for social change. But then who
could imagine a toilet boycott?
Who would suffer in the end? No, it
had to be a PM.
So I watched for a candidate who
would stand ( or sit) firmly on an
"end pay toilets" platform.
Last year in Chicago, Mayor
Daley put an end to pay toilets at
O’Hare International Airport, the
world’s busiest air terminal. He
said it was part of the women’s

liberation movement, with no
mention that men have had
movements in the same direction.
Obviously it was a Daley PM.
In California, until Fong brought
the toilet subject out into the open,
it has been a subject that most of us
have been taught to avoid. Nobody
seems to know who invented the
toilet as Westerners know it, or
where it got its name. We just
didn’t talk about it.
So hooray for Fong, I’m glad she
won.
With all the money I save when
pay toilets are abolished I’ll be ableI I
to afford toilet paper.

-Letters to the Editor
Daily blasted for no coverage
of Environmental Studies project
Editor:
In the last two years I have had
the opportunity to work with the
Spartan Daily trying to get
publicity for the Environmental
Information Center. Many people
still say the Environmental what?
Well, our low profile is not due
entirely to inactivity.
In fact, in the last few years
activities we have engaged in have
been extremely newsworthy.
Three years ago we started the San
Jose Recycling Center. We also
served as a main precincting
location for the coastal initiative.
We
have
worked
with
organizations on local issues such
as the whale moratorium and
bottle legislation and last year we
were the coordinator for SJSU
campus for the Californians for
safe nuclear energy initiative.
Also last semester we held a
three-day earth program which
included such speakers as Janet
Gray Hayes, Jim Self, Leona
Egeland, Dr. Edwards and many
alternative energy researchers.
Even though the Daily was kept
informed of our activities,
coverage was either minimal or
nil. The importance of these activities, I feel, far exceeds the
coverage given them.
Once again the cycle begins to
repeat itself. The Environmental
Information Center has been asked
nuclear
to coordinate
the
safeguard initiative, which is a
state-wide referendum, affecting
all of us equallyunlike many
"newsworthy" items presently
being covered by the Daily.

This issue should be viewed in its
rightful perspective. The repercussions of our decision on the
nuclear issue will be felt for
generations to come. I feel
coverage of any issue should
reflect its importance.
In view of Thursday’s coverage,
nuclear
deems
Daily
the
safeguards as a back-page-one-line

Bunzel praised
in election night
news coverage
Editor:
With the controversy surrounding university president John
Bunzel, it must be comforting for
him to know that if he ever loses his
present job he could always
become the best political commentator in the Bay Area.
On election night the Bay Area
audience was once again insulted
by the likes of Andy Parks, Van
Amberg, Jerry Jenson and Fred
LaCosse. Bunzel, with his in depth
look at the election returns, clearly
emerged as the most talented
newsman for any of the major
stations.
I’m not sure whether he’s in the
wrong business or whether San
Francisco broadcast journalists
should become college presidents.
John Adkisson
Journalism senior

( Campus Briefs) importance. W
beg to disagreeand hope the res
of the student body sees the im
portance of this issue.
Lynda Sis
Environmental Information Cente
director
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Professor starts new
psych course in Egypt
BY Sandy Snyder
Having his pocket picked,
riding a camel and visiting
King Tut’s burial site were
experiences that made Dr.
William McBain’s two-year
trip to Egypt "interesting."
Sent
to
American
University in Cairo to
pioneer an experimental
psychology course, McBain
returned to SJSU in August
to continue his career as a
psychology professor.
"I got the idea of going to
Egypt to teach when Dr.
Alden Voth ( a political
science professor who was at
American University before
the 1967 war erupted there)
sent a circular to the
psychology
Department
asking for an instructor to
start an
experimental
psychology program,"
McBain explained.
Loves to travel
"Since I love to travel and
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thought the idea sounded
interesting, I applied for the
position and was accepted."
He reported that American
University is a prestigious,
expensive college, rather
like the "Stanford University
of Egypt."
"We had an enrollment of
about 100 students ( in the
department ) out of 1500
actual academic students
and 5,000 others who were
learning commercial skills,
as
typing
and
such
secretarial occupations.
More women than men
Most of our 100 students
were female because males
tended to major in fields
such as engineering or
journalism," he said.
McBain explained that the
clustering of men in other
scholastic areas was due to
the Egyptian government’s
refusal to honor the degrees
by
American
granted
University which are valid in
the United States but not in
the Mideast.
"This meant that for those
who attended this institution,
their degrees didn’t help
them get jobs. So, they
tended to major in fields that
offered them salable skills
rather than psychology, he
said.
’Very uneducated’
McBain reported he felt
"very uneducated" while he
was teaching in Cairo
because all of his students
spoke at least two or three
languages and most did very
well in his courses despite
some of their difficulties
with English.
"The two most common
languages in Egypt are
Arabic and French, in that
order, with English spoken
as a third language," he
said. "Me? I think I learned
about six words of Arabic the
whole time I was there!" he
laughed.
McBain said he was
frequently disappointed in
his desire to travel around
Egypt.
War limited travel
"Because of the war

Anderson picked
as top professor
Dr. Edgar Anderson,
Professor of history, has

1111111MIMMIMIIIMINI

Have you thought of
REAL ESTATE AS A CAREER?
Part time and full time postilions available
We sponsor you to real estate school
FREE scholarshipTuition reimbursement

"LEARN AS YOU EARN"

CALIFORNIA
REALTY

between the Egyptians and
Israelis that was in progress
at the time, all foreigners
were confined to Alexandria
and Cairo and the single road
between the two cities, about
200 miles long," he said.
McBain said that the
University of Chicago has
had a research team at
Luxor, near the Valley of the
Kings,
"They feed their information into a computer
which helps to reconstruct
the temples accurately and
supplies data about the
frequently missing parts of
them," he said.
Treated friendly
When asked how he was
treated by the Egyptian
people, McBain said he
"never really met any
friendlier people anywhere."
They were interested in
Americans and wanted to
learn English very much. I
saw no antagonism, despite
the fact that America had
supplied weapons to Israel,"
he said. "The university
where I taught was allowed
to function normally, even
though our country was
aiding their enemies."
McBain said that two of
the things that he remembers most about his experiences in the Mideast
happened when he got "pick pocketed" in Lebanon and
when he rode a camel.
"I was traveling around
sightseeing in Beirut on a
bus when I discovered my
wallet had been taken. I
notified the conductor, who
plain
clothes
told
a
policeman.
He nabbed the guy right on
the bus. The officials were
glad he wasn’t Lebanese,
because that would have
reflected badly on them," he
said.
Camel riding ’hairy’
"I also rode a camel for
the first and last time. It was
a pretty hairy experience
even though nothing went
wrong, but I was glad to get
down, just the same," he
said.

CALL
Gary van Den Bergh

984-4900

been chosen as SJSU’s
Outstanding Professor for
1973-74, according to Dr.
Edward Lewis, chairman of
the outstanding professor
awards committee.
Lewis said a faculty
reception will be held for
Anderson, where he will
receive an award from SJSU
PresidPnt John H. Bunzel.
The reception, according
to Lewis, will begin at 4:30
p.m. Thursday in the S.U.
Umunhum Room of the
Student Union.

DEAR AKADAMA MAMA,

RECIPES FOR A DEEP THIRST.
Dear Akadama Mama,
I was caught in your can’t-hurt-me -and
sorry-if-you -scared-me mouse trap. And
you’ll be pleased to know I wasn’t hurt or
anymore scared than someone being
trapped in an elevitor overnight. Barbara
Joy, the lady who caught me and a
mouse’s best friend, has been making
me the drinks on the recipe card you sent
along. They sure are good and I like them

but getting along in a people world gives
me a deep thirst so please send me a
whole bunch more.
Rover
Dear Roy,
Sorry for the delay. But Vern, my friend and
goldfish, got his tank water all over your
return address. So the only way to send yoi,
more recipes was through this ad.

Akadama

LISTEN TO MAMA, AND PASS THE AKADAMA. THE WINE YOU CAN MIX

Women receive help
in sex credit denials
voa

Dr. William McBain

::.

Due to the new academic
calendar, SJSU students will
be attending classes Monday, the traditional Veterans
Day date still recognized by
34 states and all veteran’s
organizations.
Oct. 28 is the federally
for
recognized
date
Veteran’s Day.
This year’s holiday marks
the 56th anniversary of the
signing of the armistice
which ended World War I on
Nov. 11, 1918.

San Jose will celebrate
Veteran’s Day on the
original date, Monday, Nov.
11.
The city will have a
Veteran’s Day parade which
is sponsored by the United
Veterans Council of Santa
Clara County.
Louis Rossi, chairman of
the parade committee, said
he expected 30,090 to 40,000
people to show up for
Monday’s parade of 165
marching bands, drill teams,

Marxist explains

PLUTONIC
1 part Akadama Plum, the
grape wine with the natural
plum flavor. to 3 parts tonic
water. Serve with ice and a
twist of lemon
LAME DUCK
Half Akadama Red to half
champagne. Serve in chilled
champagne glasses.
PLUM ’N, COLA
1 part Akadama Plum to
2 parts cola The colder the
better. Introduce it to your
neighborhood bartender.
AKAHLUA
Equal parts Akadama Red
and Kahlua. On the rocks

FUZZY PLUM
2 oz. Akadama Plum.
3 oz. sweet and sour mix.
1 oz. sloe gin.
Serve in a wine glass arid
garnish with an orange slice.
GINGER RED
1 part Akadama Red to
2 parts ginger ale. Plenty
of ice.
PLUM ’N RUM
Half Akadama Plum, half
light rum. On the rocks
AKADAMA TRAUMA
Equal parts of Akadama Red
and bitter lemon. On the rocks.
VODKADAMA COOLER
A new way to serve one of my
favorite favorites Equal parts
Akadama Red and vodka
Add club soda, ice and a
twist of lemon

decorated cars, mounted
Santa Clara County sheriffs,
The parade will begin at
the intersection of First and
St. John streets at 9:30 a.m.
and proceed south on First
Street to Santa Clara Street.
The parade will then proceed
east on Santa Clara street,
past the reviewing stands at
the corner of Santa Clara
and Seventh streets and
disband at Ninth Street.

an imperialist power.
A third type of struggle,
said Gurley, is an attack on
the "superstructure: values,
art, religionthe institutions
that hold the structure
together."
An example of an attack on
the superstructure, Gurley
noted, is the Cultural
Revolution that occurred in
China in the mid-1960s.
Maoist economic policies
can work directly on increasing productivity or
work indirectly, according to
Gurley.
He added that there is
another form of policythe
"quasi-economic policy." He
cited as an example the
cultural revolution which
changed the superstructure,
thus changing the productive
forces in China’s society.
Gurley reiterated that the
most important step in
resolving a contradiction is
intensifying and studying it.

BART gets
woman
as director
OAKLAND ( APIFor the
first time in its 17 -year
history, a woman sits on the
board
of
all -elective
directors of the beleaguered
Bay Area Rapid Transit
system.
Ella Hill Hutch was
elected Tuesday to the
board’s Dist. 7 seat, encompassing eastern San
Francisco and part of
Oakland.

Your art history
textbook costs
$53.50. Used.
You owe yourself an Oly.

ki KARL’S

AUTO
SPECIALIZES IN

VW-TOYOTA-DATION

310 KEYES ST.
279-3424

China economics
By Tom Lee
John Gurley, Marxist
economics professor from
Stanford, discussed the
theory behind formulation of
economic policy in the
People’s Republic of China
yesterday to a capacity
crowd in the S.U.’s Almaden
Room.
Gurley was once considered one of the foremost
conservative economists in
the country. In recent years,
he has become a prominent
Marxist
figure among
economists.
He began the lecture by
explaining that the basis of
Maoist economic policy making is a form of struggle
designed to resolve "contradictions" ( problems) in
order to increase a society’s
productive forces.
To resolve the contradiction, said Gurley, it
must first be intensified and
studied to determine the
form of struggle to be
utilized.
The Maoist approach
differs from the capitalistic
to
forming
approach
said
policy,
economic
Gurley. In capitalistic
societies, the policy is often
made without really solving
the contradictions, he said.
The types of struggle vary,
according to Gurley.
One type involves the
human being versus the
natural environment, he
said, as it relates to
productive forcesindustry
versus ecology.
Another type of struggle is
a class conflict in relation to
production. Gurley cited as
an example a proletariat
revolutiona colony against

"Our requirements are the
same for any single person,"
said a clerk in the credit
department at Macy’s.
"They have to have a source
of income and other credit
references to qualify," she
said.
An accounts clerk at
Penney’s said that the store
has been changing it’s
requirements for the past
two years. She said that the
new law wouldn’t require
any changes in the store’s
current credit requirements.
"It’s a demeaning thing to
be told that you can’t have
credit," said Ripka. "Now is
our chance to do something
about it."
Related editorial on page 2.

said.
Ripke said that one of the
biggest problems in getting
credit for a divorced woman
is that she has no credit
references in her name.
She said that solicitors for
local stores will hang up
when they learn she is
divorced.
Ripke said that one of her
friends had to have her exhusband sign for a 81,500
home loan, even though the
house had been in the
woman’s name for a year
and a half.
Spokesmen
for local
department stores said that
they don’t treat women’s
credit applications differently.

Vets Day celebrated
by city, not students

STUDENTS
15% OFF
ON LABOR

Andrew
Reyes
Photography
specializing in

Outdoor Portraits
Children -Babies
Model Composites
Theatrical Color-B W
Reasonable Prices

277-8594
call after 7 P.M.

el

it?

Advertisement

Saturday morning
ZONKADAMA
Equal parts of Akadama Red
Wine and rum. Add 2 parts
club soda and ice

By Jack Ivers
Recent federal legislation
designed to prohibit denying
credit to women on the basis
of sex or marital status
provides only the "tools to
get credit," according to
Dolores Ripke of the SJSU
Women’s Center.
The law will work "only as
far as it is enforced," she
said. "It’s up to women to
make sure the laws do
work."
Ripke said she doesn’t
think that the government
will prosecute those that
deny credit to women
without strong complaints.
"Women have to know that
they have the tools to get
credit and use them," Ripke

California Democrats
may lose their party
But you can help save it by making
your voice heard.
Tomorrow morning at 9:00 the elec-

tion of Charter Conference Delegates
will be held at Kennedy High School
in Fremont. These delegates will
meet inDecember to write the California Democratic Charter.
To insure your interests in the Democratic party, you should take a hand
in electing the Charter Conference
Delegate .
For more information call Boy
Christman, c.anditate for delegate,
at 275-0285
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Booters challenge Earthquakes
By Mike Lefkovi
Bored with college competition, the SJSU soccer
team will try its luck against
the San Jose Earthquakes of
the North American Soccer
League tomorrow night at 8
p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
have
Spartans
The
produced a formidable 131-3 record against opponents their own age, so
now its time to see what they
can do against the older,
more experienced pros.
13th Win
SJSU picked up its 13th win
against
Wednesday
Sacramento State, 3-0. For
the most part the Spartans
were something less than
awesome, but for 15 minutes
they were unstoppable.

After being held scoreless
by their hosts in the first half
and for three minutes of the
second half, things started
happening.
The first Spartan goal was
by John Smillie on a pass
from Joe Salerno. The play
looked like an instant replay
run in slow motion.
Salerno dribbled the ball
down the left side of the field,
then danced with the ball like
he had all day, waiting for a
teammate to get in the clear.
Smillie did, Salerno passed,
and the Spartans were on the
scoreboard.
"After I beat the fullback I
had all the time in the
world. I kept waiting for the
goalie to come out, but he
never did," said Salerno.

SJSU waited for 13 minutes
for its second goal. Phil C .,le
dribbled down the right side
of the field, passing to
Smillie who took a shot. The
goalie couldn’t catch the
ball, deflecting it instead,
and Salerno was there to
kick in the rebound.
That goal took away the
away the heart and soul from
Sacramento State and their
vocal fans.
Two minutes
SJSU waited two minutes
to really silence the crowd.
Cole took the face off after
the second goal, dribbled
down field and scored,
making it 3-0.
After the final goal, head
Menendez
coach Julie
cleared the bench, giving

everyone a chance to
play.
mentor
The 2Iyear
wasn’t particularly pleased
with SJSU’s first half effort,
but enjoyed the second half.
"We were flat in the first
half, but played well in the
second. I thought we controlled the ball better," he
said.
Steve Gray agreed with his
coach.
"We were flat, but did put
on a good I5minute spurt,"
Gray said.
Luis Marra felt that part of
the reason for SJSU’s poor
first half was the three hour
drive to Sacramento.
"We didn’t get here ’til a
half hour before the game.
We didn’t have time to warm

up," he explained.
Besides, SJSU is a second
half team. In their last 11
games, the Spartans have
led once, 1-0, against Seattle
University, last Oct. 10.
proceeds
The proceeds for the
Spartan Earthquake game
will go to the SJSU soccer
program. The money will
help pay the costs to St.
Louis if the Spartans should
make the NCAA finals, of
which there is a good chance
since they are ranked No. 1 in
the West

team it has played so far this
season."
"Every" PCAA team
means the University of the
Pacific and Long Beach
State University, which
Hawaii beat, 23-14, and 2821, respectively.
The Rainbow Warriors
I who apparently weren’t
satisfied with just one
nickname) have been kicked
around in their have been
kicked around in their last
two gamesa 33-8 loss
to Nevada Las Vegas and a
31-0 drubbing delivered by
Western Illinois.
Hawaii now stands at 53-1, as does SJSU.
The Spartans pulled out a

24-6 win over the University
of Utah in Salt Lake City
last week in a game that was
much closer than the score
indicates.
"I was quite pleased with
the play of the defensive
unit," Rogers said.
"I was generally pleased
with the total effort," he
added.
Rogers would probably be
pleased with the same result
the Spartans earned with
last year’s trip to the islands.
SJSU stormed to a 23-3
win in its last game of the
season, giving it a 5-4-2
mark and its first winning
season in 12 years.
The HawaiiSJSU series

Injuries change SJSU
hockey line-up at Davis
With three players injured,
SJSU’s field hockey team
will have to do some

Levis

PATCH
POCKET
CORDUROY
PATCH
POCKET
BRUSHED
DENIM

Judo team

PATCH
POCKET
DENIM
SELLS

cornpetes
in tourney

MATCHING
JACRITS
LEVI TOPS

hoas4

41eaus

3660 Stevens Creek Blvd
Behind Kiddie World)

Ph. 247-3700
Westgate Shopping Center
1600

rearranging before they go
to U.C. Davis for Saturday’s
meet, said coach Leta
Walter.
"We still have the team to
do it," Walter added confidently.
Madeline Gorospe, who
suffered an allergic reaction
to the grass on the playing
field in an Oct. 26 game at
Chico, is "still having

Saratoga Ave

Ph. 374-3202

The SJSU judo team will
travel to Palo Alto for the
Palo Alto Invitational Judo
Tournament to be held
Sunday.
The tourney will be held at
Lyman Wilbur Junior High
Beginning at 12:30 p.m.,
according to Dave Long of
the judo coaching staff.
Last year at the tournament SJSU, 1-0 for the
present season after an
overwhelming 105-5 victory over the Air Force, took
snore first place awards than
any other school attending.
Team
member John
Baggott, a second degree
black belt said, "We should
take it all," and added that
’’it is a preparation for upcoming tournaments."

trouble," Walter said.
Gorospe plays right link,
between the offensive, and
defensive lines, on the
varsity team.
Another varsity player,
Margie Peters, twisted her
knee during hockey practice
recently.
As sweeper on the team,
Walter said, Peters is the
"last line of defense before
the ball reaches the goal."
The captain of the junior
varsity team, Dana Stout, is
also temporarily out of
action after being injured at
basketball practice. She
plays center back on the
hockey team.
While the team may have
to shift around some, Walter
said, SJSU has other good
hockey players to fill in the
gaps.
From what Davis did last
year in field hockey, Walter
said,"we expect a good
strong match. We’re just
going to try to stay together
physically."
SJSU’s junior varsity lost
to Davis’ varsity by only one
goal d-0) in the pre
season jamboree at Davis
Oct. 4-5.
The Spartan varsity beat
Davis junior varsity, 3-0, at
the jamboree.
Game time Saturday is 10
a.m.

PUT YOUR DEGREETO WORKTHIS WINTER
PEACE CORPS has 8 special slots for special people
which must be filled this month. All are in Paraguay
and Costa Rica, so if you speak Spanish it’s a big plus.

FUTURE CPA’S
Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam
Becker CPA Review Course
SAN FRANCISCO 415 781 4395
Ins ’Sr AVIA
SAN ME

BED BUG
WATER BEDS

pi

Gridders clash with Rainbows;
SJSU hoping for pot of gold
By Steve Lopez
Alex Kaloi, Tui Ala, Ken
Shibata, Sai Manutai, Cliff
Montiho, Wadsley Abihai,
Elton Shintaku, Harris
Matsushima, Charlie Aiu.
It’s not the supporting cast
for the next Hawaii Five-0
television show. It’s a portion of the cast of the
University of Hawaii football
team, and SJSU will be
colliding with the Rainbow
Warriors tomorrow in
Honolulu.
"We will be facing an excellent team," Spartan head
coach Darryl Rogers said.
"We have to have a great
deal of respect for it since it
has beaten every PCAA

Tickets for the 8 p.m.
contest are $1.50 for general
admission, 50 cents for
students, and free for
children under 12 if they are
accompanied by an adult.

EASY TO STORE
ALL ACCESSORIES

began way back in 1936 and
stands at 8-4 in the Spartans’ favor. They’ll be
looking for their ninth pot of
gold tomorrow.
Radio coverage of the
game can be heard on KX
RX (1500 AM) beginning at 9
p.m.

20% DISCOUNT WITH
ASB CARD OR WITH AD
476 So. TENTH

287-5151

A wonderful new birth control convenience
BECAUSE.’ Small enough to keep discreetly private and dispose
of easily. Contains six uses of medically tested and recommended
birth control foam. Always available for instant use. Visible foam
supply assures you of a proper amount of protection for each use.
0 BECAUSE Birth Control Foam gives you as much protection
as condoms, diaphragms, contraceptive creams and jellies. And
it’s more pleasant and desirable to use. 0 Look for BECAUSE
akArug counters everywhere. If you don’t see it, ask for it.
El $.1.89 at most stores.

ffi

eirit;

*299 "

Complete stereo home entertainment
center featuring AM/FM Stereo
radio, 8 -track player/recorder and full
size record changer with an 11" platter, separate bass and treble controls,
balance and volume. Two walnut
finish speakers. SE3280

Because

Stok

wIggrir
4r.4eak
t

BIRTH CONTROL FOAM

The Fmk

Compan

St Louts. Missouri

100% Solid State
$14
a if, (rs
Price

oack
at
10th St. Pharmacy
It’s the
unique, sexy,
young fragrance
by REVLON

99

95

Economical 12" diagonal screen portable
TV has a 100% solid state chassis. Integrated circuitry with a very low 45W
power consumption. Molded hidden
handle and earphone jack. TR622

Portable Cassette

..1(:_ncs39,5
lleconier

Fine Panasonic tape recorder with
built-in mic. push button controls
and automatic shutoff on the end
of the tape. Records music or voice
with amazingly true sound. R0309

ALL-M%

aq. extension service.
U.S. in physical education. Introduce rnodbrn methods
of pa, teaching into Costa Rican elementary schools.

HI-FI/ TV CENIERS

B.S. in economics or statistics with ag. background
Work as advisors to Costa Rica Ministry of Agriculture, Dept.of Ag. Economics 6 Statistics.

PEACE CORPS
100 McAllister St., Room 2203
San Francisco, Ca. 94102
(415) 556-8400 (call collect)

Stereo Music
Center

The Because Contraceptor 4tetip
a remarkable birth control invent’:
ye
containing six uses of medically
tested anr recommended birth
control protection, in one contraceptig
144 I 4
unit li,thing else is needed
just liecal:cr, ell
I

B.A. with farm background or experience. Help farmers
increase productivity, working with Paraguayan

experiena

Panasonic

FEATURING AIR FRAME BEDS
NEEDS NO FRAMELESS WEIGHT

B.A. with background in home ec., health, social welfare
or nutrition. Improve level of living through
informal eduacation. Parequsy.

Cell now for January training start. 2 yr. assignment,
opportunity fora bereergrowth and cross-cultural

ENJOY HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
NOW
NO PAYMENTS
UNTIL
FEBRUARY 1975

10th St. Pharmacy
10th & Santa Clara

294-9131

Conveniently located two -blocks from campus
Open Daily 9:30-9 Sat.9-6 Sun. 12-5
SAN JOSE

CAMPBELL

80 So 2nd St

1625W Campbell

SANTA CLARA

STEVENS CRK.

2855 El Camino

3585 Stevens Crk

LOS ALTOS

ALMADEN

4516 El Camino

1033 Blossom Hill
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Rats! No sex in ’Charlie Brown’
By By Terry Britton
Rats!
No heavy messages, sex
scenes or violence?
Right, just an hour and a
half of laughter, smiles and
love with the "Peanuts"
gang in the Theater Arts
Department’s
current
production of "Your’re a
Good Man, Charlie Brown."
This delightful play,
written by Clark Gesner and
directed by SJSU’s Gayle
Cornelison, is now playing in
the SJSU University Theater
through Saturday.
From the giggles, laughter
and smiles on the faces of the
more than 400 school kids
who attended the 11:30 a.m.
show yesterday, it’s safe to
say that the performance
was a real success.

Rapoport utilizes
geographical charts

VALUABLE COUPON
& East Sante Clara St

GETS YOU

A TACO
A BEAN BURRITO
AND A BEVERAGE
WITH

?

LX

THIS COUPON OINT

HES NOV 24

/4

french
Quarter

proximately 15 of her
compositions on exhibit at
the San Jose Museum of Art
until Nov. 30.
the
of
Because
of
real
unavailability
geological survey maps,
Rapoport compromises on
all but two r which are real)
of her paintings by drawing
her own grids, grafts and
"creating" from there.
Her complex abstract
acrylic and watercolor
paintings and drawings
make
use of geometric
shapes, lines and fluid
colors.
Always centred on the
canvas, Rapoport’s works
show a controlled concern
for a sense of order, even
though her work is abstract.
The most beautifully
executed of all her works on
exhibit is the acerylic on
oanvas, "Blooming." It
lands out mainly because of
the profusely used reds,
greens and blues.
The ever-present
background grid in the
painting
incorporated
images comparable to the
effect of sun rays reflecting
off a camera lense. The
circles, kidney shapes and
bold lines further enhance
the complexity of her style.

FLOCKED VELVET
POSTERS @2.50
INDIAN JEWELERY
AND TAPESTRIES,
PATCHES PIPES
PAPERS CANDLES
DESIGN T-SHIRTS,
BLACK LIGHTS
STROBE LIGHTS,
BLACK LIGHT
POSTE RS @1.5O
BRUCE LEE
PUS lEFtS
AND !RON ONS

Brooks
80 F SAN FERNANDO
92-040’ MON-SAT 0-.

Lovely Studios
FROM $150
ri Joy gracious, cuint ortabl.
’vine in San Jose’s
.,lendliest apartment.
’Landscaped Grounds
’Air Conditioned
’Thick Shag Carpets
’Riverboat Lounge
’Sauna
’Pool and Billiards
1 Bedroom from $170
2 Bedrooms front $210

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS

Adults Only -No Pets

100% Financing Available

1510 So. Bascom Ave.

(leasing)
375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500

377-6900

PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

IN SUPPORT OF THE FIRED RADICAL ECONOMIC
PROFESSORS AND SJSU’s DISENFRANCHIZED
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT.
PAUL

BOB

SCHEER
Wednesday,

SWEEZY

Nov. 13,12:30pm, Umnuhum Rm. studentUnlon

Bob Scheer, "America After NI xon"

Thursday, Nov. 14, 12:30 pm Science 11f

Professror Paul Sweezy is a world renowned radical theoritican.
He is the editor of Monthly Review and author of many books
on the 1.1. S. economy and current economic problems. He has just
returned from a two month trip to China, an official gurst of
the Chinese government.

CAMERA

LOWEST PRICES
EVER

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
And to place your ad
Phone 277-3175.

E
Sandwiches --all
kinds
Sprout
HERO’S 89 cents. We accept food
stamps 126 E. San Salvador btwn
3rd 8. 4th Vs.
Future CPA’s Learn How to Prepare
for the CPA Exam Becker CPA
Review Course. Call collect (415)
781 4395 or (406 2513446.
and 10 cent Carnival-The
Recreation Classes at Si 5.0 are
sponsoring an all campus CAR
NiVAL to be held on Wednesday,
Nov. 20, at 7th and San Carlos from
10 attn. to 2 p.m. All proceeds front
the carnival will be donated to
charily. COME ONE, COME ALL.

24 year old Junior seeks live-in post
6
position with faculty member or
grad student. Call Florence 251 1711.
The mistiest Science Organization
meets 7:30 p.m. Thursdays in the
student chapel between the gyms.
Everyone is welcome!
The Ideal GM!. The Profit by R. Berk.
man Spartan Books $1.95.
Want to Buy Lionel Trains. Phone 2720165
Project 75 (a Program to Increase
minority enrollment in flied-school)
is sponsoring a tutorial program for
college science subjects at S.J.S.U.
For further information call 2777105.
50 per cent Discount on All Jewelery in
our 48 page catalog featuring over
350 creations of fashion jewelers
rings watches pendants pins
earrings tie tars cuff
links.
Receive your FREE CATALOG and
RING SIZER by sending 25 cents for
postage and handling to. Unique
industries, Box 11275, Cupertino. CA
95014
One M
Ing-M 00000 ment type
Person to loin with 2 mit), types to
form a new small co. We have super,
new products. Call Mike 726.3511.
Friday Flicks presents "Butterflies
are Free" stars Goldie Hawn.
Academy Award for Best Sop
porting Actress. The flick is ec.
trernely well done You won’t stop
laughing. 2 shows. 74. 10 p.m. Morris
Dailey Aud. this Friday, Nov.11, still
only SO cents. BY ALPHA PHI
OMEGA.

at
classes
Ballet College age
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termediate students. Small classes.
Beverly
individual attention
Eufrezia Grant, Director, 241 1300
Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist.
Phone 265 1440 1 9pm, 2186 Lincoln
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’75
No experience necessary Apply tor
lobs at Slate and Federal Praks
Guest Ranches, Tourist resorts,
private camps. Learn How, When,
Where to apply Receive over 200
California names and addresses
Send $2.00 to .1. 0 0.. P 0 Box 708.
Monterey, CA 97940
intaglio Press Wanted Call otter 5 30P m
984 5827

Sport Parachuting- ciasses are held
each Saturday during the year and
yOu jump on Sunday For individual
and group rates. call Stevens School
of Sport Parachuting and ask for
Pick Phone 568 2221

FOR SALE
Paul Sweezy, China, The U.S. and the World
Situation"

50 E. SANTA CLARA

PRESCRIPTIONS

Vacation Home One third interest for
sale. 3 yrs. old. trl level, cathedral
selling; 4 bdrms, Afk, large rec.
room; turn. 6 mi. from Dodge Ridge
ski resort. 1111,000, terms 249.39411.
’73-14 K1 Winter Heats-Guarantee.
TOO cm. long (short skis suck) S110.
Call 2324502.
’10 Toyota MS II, 50,000 miles. Eng.
and Automat Trans. recently
rebuilt. Excetlent running condition.
51300. Phone 258 8746 or 2947481.
Standard Typewriter. Ithr briefcase. 5
cirwr chest, girl’s bike PhOne 797
6019 from 9 a, to 9 p m

40 So. First
San Jose
279-1681

PENEVI

’TRANSPORTATION’

Rent TV or Stereo, free delivery free
service Esche’s 251.2598,
Scheer has recently compieted a book published by McGraw
Hill entitled"America After Nixon". He has been Editor in
Chief of Ramparts Magazine during its muckraking heyday from
1984(0 1969

998-8800

THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS

(

First things first! Check eel 000000 y
Session before you plan your wing
schedule of classes.
World Economy In the 70’s Lecture Series Sponored by Associated
students Social Awareness Series, Economic Student Association and
Experimental College.

Open Till Midnight L very Day Of The Year

Tickets costing $1 for
students and $2 general
admission are available in
the University Theater box
office between 12 and 4 p.m.
weekdays or prior to performances.

20%

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Gr-S\

GOING
PLACES?

The Gregg Allman Band
headlines the entertainment
tonight and tomorrow at the
Winterland Arena, San
Francisco. Sharing the bill
will be The Sons of Champlin
and Cowboy.

Probably
the
most
memorable character in the
show was bearded Brian
Lewis as the fuzzy-muzzled
Snoopy, the dog who longs to
be treated just like any other
human, which he’s sure he
is, or at least to be called
"sugar lips."
When Lewis’ Snoopy did
his vaudeville song and
dance to that most wonderful
time of day, his "Suppertime," he became the
perfect canine Al Jolson and
the hit of the show.

and 11:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
today and 2 and 7: 3 0 p.m. on
Saturday.

Allman band
headlines bill
at Winterland

From Joe Conti’s Charlie
Brown, the little guy with the
lovable inferiority complex,
to Marain Hoops’ matter-offact, slightly empty-headed
Peppermint Patty, the cast
was a joy.

’Charlie’ ignores suitors

By Dian Sherman
Geological survey charts
seem to serve as unusual
backgrounds for an artist’s
paint brush, but Berkeley
artist Sonya Rapoport has
utilized their make-up to
show different modifying
spacial relationships.
aphas
Rapoport

Raymond Mendonca, as
Thumbsucking, blankettoting Linus, was also a
delight in his number "Me
and My Blanket," where he
danced and sang.
Performances are at 9:30

Anthony 0. Campagna

MODE RNE DRUG CO.

OFF

On All
Darkroom
Supplies

Special
Student
Prices
FULL
INVENTORY
CAMERAS &
ACCESSORIES
DARKROOM AND
CHEMICAL SUPPLIES
SPECIAL FILM PRICES

1

CLASSIFIED
MERI-JUANA CHRISTMAS TREE
aft high cannabis Plant
Identical reproduction
Guaranteed super gift
Do a number with your tree
51491 incl free postg
Waterbeds by Viking
Heaters
Liners
Mattresses
Frames Sheets . Matt Pads, 1866
W San Carlos, 287 0350,
newest
Jose’s
Waterbeds -San
waterbed company -experience the
comforts and pleasures of a tropical
island right in your own bedroom.
Operated by fellow students.
Islander waterbeds. 1528 W San
Carlos (2blks west of Sears) 2925212
large variety
Flocked Velvet
$250 each. New summer king site
tapestries 56.9S incense pack of 25
for 50 cents Large variety of pat.
ches iron on transfers. Imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanahas. Strobe lights. Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. 60 E. San Fernando
St.
Indian Made Turquoise Jewelery for
sale at the Turquoise Shop 408 East
Williams St Prone 996 1782
;Westin! Gene’s Bicycle Barn has all
models to satisfy your needs. If your
interest is in racing bikes. there is a
wide selection to choose from.
Touring bikes are also In stock to
round Out a complete bicycle
collection. Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs. All
major parts for bikes are available
So come down and let Gene’s take
care of your bicycle needs. 293 7897
1188 E. Williams S.J. CA
Downtown W
- Under new
managment. Low prices on both new
and used waterbeds and accessories, check our prices! Special
prices on purchases of 2 or more
waterbeds 416 W San Carlos St.,
287.2000
Jose’s
oldest
Waterbeds - San
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories. Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty. Yin Yang Waterbeds.
Locations in San Jose, Campbell,
Santa Clara. Mountain View. and
Morgan Hilt. Visit our warehouse
showrOOm at 2331 S. 7th St. at Tully
Road, 998 5660.
Wedding Photography. Gentle all
Natural color, photography for yOur
wedding. You keep all PholS fatten
plus the original negatives land a
free, white embossed album Budget
priced for highest quality work
Please call for details Photography
by Dale Maggio 292 2601 evenings
Toyota Calico. Red, Air. Meg Wheel.
Tech, 24 MPG, Many Extras, Like
New Best Offer -Jim 14151 747-8364.
Used Tires, excellent condition. All
sizes -only 56.00. Installation
available. 378.6090

Dryclean &
bring this ad 2
pants YOU PAY FOR ONE-limited
offer ends Nov. 30. Sorry limit 2
Pants per week
25 cents each you do -it DRYCLEAN.
Pants sweaters, skirts, shirts, most
dresses incl. Must bring this ad -NO
LIMIT.
52.00 Pants Special, pants longer or
shorter if you know the inseam
measure needed 1 day service.
Must bring this ad -NO LIMIT Tailor on duty. KELLEY & LOUISE
CLEANERS, Santa Clara St. at 12th
St
Typing term papers, theses, etc
experienced and last Phone 269
8614
Writing a Research assistance.
Typing and editing Call evenings
2268110
For Permanent Hair Removal
Call registered electrologist
at 235 E Santa Clara St 294-4199
Professional Typist
IBM Selectric, 867 2389 eves
Prof. Typing. Term papers, reports.
Theses. cut IBM Selectric with
Greek symbols, script, reg. type 13
years exp. Phone 925 0749.
Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist
2186 Lincoln
Phone 265 1440 1 911
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’75
No experience necessary. Apply for
jobs at State and Federal Parks,
Guest Ranches. Tourist resorts.
private Camps. Learn How, When,
Where to apply Receive over 200
California names and addresses
P 0 Box 708
Send $200 to J. 0 B
Monterey, CA 93940
Therms & Academic Typist. IBM
Selectric II Ask about my bonus
rate for students Call Andrea 297
2331
Typing-neat, acc aaaaa
IBM Selectric
Call Lori 578 8090 after 5p m
’pryclean & aaaaa bring this ad 2 pants
YOU PAY FOR ONE limited offer
ends Oct 31. KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS. Santa Clara Street at
12th
Typing (IBM) Mtn. View Home Sec’y
Reports, term papers, theses,
dissertations. Phone 966.1905.
Typing, fast, accurate. IBM executive
(carbon; Call 377 5142 Marcia
Reynolds
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything florist does at
the price with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers, Phone 996 1252
for free estimate

HOUSING

SERVICES

Furnished Apt. 5185.00 2 Bedroom, 2
I Apts.,
bath. 1190.00 deposit
642 S. 7th St. 293-3494,

Experienced Typing-Electric
Term Papers, Thesis, etc.
Dependable, Mrs. Allen 294.1313

Owlet Upstairs Room for male,
straight skident. Upper din. pref. No
drinking, no smoking, no drugs.
Phase 297.6079 from 9 cm tog p.m

Typewriter-Royal Portable
Excellent Condition 525
262 4651
Experienced Thesis Typist Master’s
Marianne
Reports Dissertations
Ave
Escobar
Tarnberg 137
Telephone 356.4248. Los Gatos.
Typing
. Very Reasonable
Short notice, my hems’, 267 3119

Newly Finn. Rooms, Girls only. Pt
blocks from campus, Kit priv. Wash
L dry facility. Uhl. pd., refrig In
each room Free parking. 441 S 6th
St . Single SOO, Double 555 797.4057,
Male Remote. Share 7 room house,
with males, Must be quiet & clean
$100.80 minus yard work tEl
Idlewoocl Dr San Jose. CA 725 5345
eves, Bruce.

For Girl-Clean, quiet fur, room, kit
priv , Near SJSU-siorng. s. dep. All
old pi 393 4101 eves
6 Room Furn. Mouse available Nov. 25.
3 bdrms, fireplace, garbage
disposal. Refrigerator with freezer.
Off street parking 406 So. 11th st.
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apt., close to
campus, 5200.03. 4 people max. Call
251 2750 after 4:00.
2 Br.3170 New Carpets, drapes. poet 8.
rev room 2 blks from college 576
50, 5th St 286 2849.
Oldies But Goodies
480 S 6th St., $05 Studio Furnished
Close to campus, Men only, Now
available 600 5. 9th St. S80 Room
with retrig and hotplate. Incl. Util
Furnished Two Bedroom turn. 5I40
Steve 311 1765.

Student Needed to Translate 3 Short
Thai Articles into English Fur more
info. Call 067-0483 or 964.0134.
Percussionist with aaaaaa and bongos
wanted for folklight jazz group with
singing and flute. If interested call
2534454 (Westgate anti.).
Female

Male
Escorts
Good money. part time 245.4920.

The Red Barron Steak House is ac
cepting applications for em.
ployrnenl for cooks. waiters,
waitresses, bartenders, busboys &
diswashers Apply in person, Reid
Hillview Airport

PERSONALS

Attractive, clean. quiet turn, room for
girl Kit priv Near SJSU -$70 mo
& dep All utii pd 793 4401 eves

Advisement Regarding Medicine.
denistry, law, etc
Admission
procedures and Special programs
Couseling Center 201, 277 2262

Room tor Rent in Lovely Home, Pool,
Clubhouse next to golf course. Kit
Priv S65 per mo Near IBM 224 0411

Have good spring! Ease your unit
load through January Session,

San Jose Resi
lob Co-ed
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking, linen & maid
service, color T.V. Ping pong, kit.
then facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano, free Continental breakfast. $70.00 share, $109.50 single 702
5. 11th St. Phone 293.7374.

Fat Chance: Weight Control Group for
Mutual Support and Information
Sharing. Meets Thursdays 12:001:00. Build V Couseling Center.
Conga Players Unite
"Be Here Now"
Michael
293 0795

Room with Kit. priv. Quiet. Non
smoker only. 5 blkS to SJSU $75 me
787 3125 or 731 2244 ext. 320.

AUTOMOTIVE

Mother lions- Ten locations
near college Kitchen facilities, color
T V L maid service 519.50 share,
S26.50 single. weekly 122 N. 8th St.
Phone 293 6345.

Cycle Helmet. Acc, Sale!
10 per cent disc. on brand name
helmets & KC, with this ad Mrs!
Dec. 9, 1974. House of Honda 2478 E.
El Camino, Mt. View, 941.2177.

Men & Women Drivers for Ice cream,
candy. soft drink route. Afternoons
and weekends, full or part time 20th
50 percent commission Tropical Ice
Cream Co 330 Race St 297.4228
VIew-Ouiet F irep I
Apt.41eautace -Wshr -Dryer -Stove-Rel.
rig -Utilities Pd. Single student or
leacher. Refs. req. $13500 per mo.
11400 Cleaning dep. phone 259.5397.
San Fernando House
Near Centennial Hall & Library.
Parking, color T.V , Kitchen
privileges, linen & maid service.
169.50 share, S/19.50 single. 237 E San
Fernando. Phone 293-7374.
Girl Wanted to move in to) bdrin turn
apt near school w 3 other girls
553 50 & util Call 297 7715

LOST & FOUND
Found Woman’s watch at Arlo
Guthrie concert Call 245-6930

HELP WANTED
Female Wanted for drawing, painting,
and sculpture. Hours and salary to
be arranged Call 193 7433 ask for
Don
53-hr.; 53.50-hr, or more alter first
month. ss.so-nr, possible after 2 or
3 merlins. CHOOSE YOUR OWN
HOURS EACH WEEK. What’s the
catch? Unfortunately there is one.
Inc lob is cleaning people’s houses.
Don’t get turned off yet! Consider
the advantages You’ll be your own
boss Housecleaning doesn’t tire
YOur mind You can contemplate as
you vacuum Where do we come in,
We provide you With immediate
customers and keep you supplied
with them. We stay out of your as
much as possible
Bubble Burke, Mo, maintenance 923
4786

IT WITH
SELL
A SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD!

Journeyman Mechanic will save you
on auto repairs. Major repairs on
Foreign cars Minor only on
American cars Eo. VW tune up S25
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 2993771
Auto-Motorcycle In aaaaa ce-Tired at
being ripped off? Call CSIS Campus
insurance service
Exclusive
student programs Lowest rates. No
Student refused. Call 2119-116111 or step
by 404S Third St. 2nd Floor 130651.
L San Salvador).
C18 PROBLEMS? SEE At/TOTED?
Skilled mechanic specialising In
Foreign Economy & Sport cons
Tuneup, repair & front DV align
,s,ebr open Sat Bring this ad for
discount 297.100 711 N. 13 SI,
Global Auto Body-- All Types of Body
Work SATISFACTION GUARANTEED Low rates for students. 270
Martha St , St. Phone: 286.1109.
Promote Ecology-Buy recycled tires.
lifetime
tread
Recaps with
warranty -only $994.Radial recaps
514 99 Installation available. 378.
0690

TRAVEL
Europe Israel Africa
Student flights all year round
CONTACT, ISCA, 116137 San Vincente
Blvd No. 4, L.A. Calif. 90049
Tel (213) 826.5669,026.0955
Hawaii-New York-Europe Student
I D and Hostel Card rail passes-intra European nights Free travel
into Contact Student Services West,
235 E Santa Clara No 710. San Jose.
CA, 95113, (IOC 2070301
Jobs Australia, Europe, S
Students all
America. Africa
Professions and occupations $100 to
53000 monthly EXPensea Paiti
overtime, sightseeing, Free Information
TRANS
WORLD
RESEARCH CO. Dept Al, P.0
Box 603. Corte Madera, CA 94925
Driving to Mexico City before Dec
Room for 2 or 3 people to share
expenses. 3567013 after 6:00 p.m
Need ride to L.A. Plan to go leave
Friday, Nov 15 Will snare ex
PenSeS Cali 7911 3272 after S p.m

I NIERTAIr
FRIDAY FLICKS presents "Butterflies Are Free’. stars Gold*
Hawn, Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actress The flick is
extremely well done Yak won’t stop
laughing 2 shows, IA 10 p m. Morris
Dailey Aud this Friday, No IL still
only SO cents by Alpha Phi onmpa.
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Task force
to discuss
IRA funds

Fund payback discussed
Continued from page 1.
-But an even better
question is what happens
next year? We may be
budgeted at an even lower
figure than we expected," he
added.
"I simply cannot understand how we can’t even
get inflationary increases,"
sighed Cutting.
"We’re going to have to
reconsider bake sales and
car washes," Gustafson
added with a smile.
"One thing we could cut
back is the amount of paper
we get from the ad -

JAPANESE

ADULT FILMS

"HARAKIRI"
S.arrmg Tasuya Nakadai,
Shirna lwashita
Directed by N1asaki
Kobayashi
Plus

"COMEDY TRAIN"
Starring Frankie
Sakai
7 OC Fri 5 30 Sat 3 00 Sun

CAMERA ONE
THEATRE
366
SI . San
6305
r

"And tell me what additional enrollment we could
generate if we had additional
faculty," the dean added.
He suggested that a junior
student analyst position
could be eliminated and that
unused faculty positions
could be cashed in, that
money could come from
uncommitted equipment
funds and possibly from
salary differentials from
faculty on leave.

ministration," another
chairman quipped.
"I want each of you to tell
me what it will do to your
programs to cut back on
faculty," Gustafson said.
Cuts asked
He explained he would
send the statements along to
the administration so they
could be used to convince the
chancellor to lower the
amount of the university’s
refund.

Continued from page 1.
The Greyhound-Peerless
line, the largest bus company in the country today,
started out in 1928 in a little
Hibbings,
town called
Minnesota.
Originally the founder,
Orville Ceasar, ran a PierceArrow car service.
"The car service didn’t
work out too well," said
Dennis Raske, a bus driver
on the line for seven years,"
so Ceasar tried a bus line.
The company continued to
merge and grow."
Main routes
Today lines run anywhere
you want to go, says Nelson.

The main routes in San Jose
run from San Francisco to
San Diego, up to Lake Tahoe
and across to Las Vegas.
"The hardest place to get
to is Las Vegas,"said
MacLellan. "There are
many changes a person has
to take to get there.
"If a person wants to go
further he buys a ticket for
the whole way, then changes
buses all across the country
until he gets to his
destination.
"If we don’t have a bus
going to a town, anothcr
company, will honor our
tickets."
Popular charters
Greyhound also has set
tours that take customers
into Canada and Mexico.
Charters are most popular
during the summer months.
People from overseas, says
bus driver Raske, can go
anyplace in the country for
$199 for 60 days. "It’s cheap
and you can see the country," he said.
More than 100 buses go out
of the depot every day.
"It’s amazing," said
Nelson. "Most of them are
right on the button. I’ve seen
a bus go from New York to
San Francisco and be right
to the minute."
On the peninsula, buses
either go non-stop straight to
San Francisco, or make the
same stops a train would
make.
Fun job
Raske said he likes his job.
"Its fun," he says between
sips of coffee, killing time
before he is back on the road.
"You meet a lot of people
and see a lot of country.
With senority, which
builds every year, Raske has
the option to big on any line
he desires in the Western
States.
If he wishes to make extra
money he can sign for a
charter.
Experienced drivers
Greyhound, he says,
prefers to hire drivers with
some previous driving experience. Still a driver must
go through four weeks of
training.
"I’ve always driven, since
right out of high school," he
says. "Before the bus, it was

-2.-

JABERWOCKY
Fri. & Sat. 9:30
SKYCREEK

1
1
1

Sun. afternoon 4-8

849W.San Carlos
ORIGINAL SAM’S
31immmoimeileimisimoommisMINIIMENek
THEY VANISHED...
without a trace - over a 1000 people and
100 planes and ships in an area of the
Atlantic Ocean known as. .

7

$10,000.00 AWARD
to any viewer of this film who
can solve the mystery of
THE DEVILS TRIANGLE!
I Al "MO
Dam
Cont., ALMADEN

chairman of the Home
Economics Department.
Cutting said the applied
sciences and arts got
"taken" last year because it
came up with cutbacks that
other schools did not have to
make.
to
Gustafson agreed
inquire what the school’s
share of last year’s payback
had been and to find out if
other schools made similar
cutbacks.

Depot’s an interesting place Ax

SAM’S:
:ORIGINAL
Presents
1
1
1

"We don’t need faculty
positions, but we do need
dollars," Gustafson explained.
The chairmen agreed to
try to make cutbacks, but
several were suspicious that
their school was being
manipulated.
"How was the payback
made last year? Shouldn’t
we know that before we
make a decision this time?"
asked
Elveda
Smith,

ThOrmatest
TRUE LIFE MYSTERY
of the Century
Featuring
VINCENT PRICE
Music by
14 ING CRIMSON

MI El CAARNO
WOE

11.

I

(

A

246,101

4.

CAPITOL
1

CALL THEATRE OR CHECK D RECTORIES
’FOR CO -HITS AND SHOWTIMES

Have you tried

DINO’s

sandwiches?
It

1/121717S
PLACE

BBQ Beef
Steak Sand,
BBQ Ham
6 Types of Subs
.

Lunch Special $1
Chile and Beer
Live Music

360 E. Williams
(corner of S. 8th)

OPEN 11-9

a truck."
us, is now a household
Trouble on the route is phrase and a surprisingly
usually avoided by weeding new campaign, has helped
out all the drunks before they greatly.
step onto the bus, he exBefore that, the company
plained.
was satisfied to let the
"When we see a person service advertise itself, he
who is obviously drunk or said.
disorderly, we tell him to get
Very few companies can
a cup of coffee until he’s
feeling better. You have to do that, he noted.
"The only other I can think
think. Would you want your
mother or sister sitting next of is Hershey Chocalate.
They say that their wrappers
to this person?"
are their advertisement."
Friendly people
Raske said he feels that
Transient people
the farther you get away
People come and go and
from the cities, the more the depot reeks of transience
open and friendly people are. ( brief stopovers).
"I’ve been everywhere
There is a different clientel
this side of the Mississippi
and I find the more crowded at different times of the day
people are, the more they said Bob Snyder.
He said he feels the only
turn inside themselves."
way to enjoy the job is to let
Proud of company
Raske along with many of it flow. "Most of us do," he
the other employes in- says.
terviewed, are proud of the
"Then there’s the people.
company and say it is an
There’s a man we call the
efficient operation.
"wolfman," said Snyder.
"Otherwise why would we
"He goes up to the men’s
all be here so long," says
room, gets a fistfull of
MacLellan.
Raske says the buses are soap, puts it all over his head
well cared for and are in- and combs his hair to a point
spected no matter where in front of his face.
they are every couple of
"Some of the scenes are
thousand miles.
right out of a Laugh-In
"The oldest mainliners we sequence. We don’t even stop
have, he said, are 1965 them--just watch with every
models. The oldest scenics one else.
date back to 1955 but they
Nude man
have been refurbished many
"One night there was a
times."
man upstairs completely
The bus lines fought the 55
nude, laying in the middle of
mile-per-hour speed limit,
the floor inside a foldout
said Raske.
suitcase passed out drunk.
It takes more fuel to run a
He was holding a Playboy
bus at 55 mph then it does at
Magazine. The police came
65 or 70 because that’s what
and took him away."
they-re geared for.
Another night Snyder
A cross country bus holds
remembered, a drunk came
about 140 gallons of fuel and
in and tried to get some
gets about six miles to the
popcorn for 20 minutes.
gallon, he said.
Either he’d miss the bag or
Consistant service
Raske said that he felt the drop it before he got it into
reason the buses were his mouth.
maintaining a consistency in
"Finally he got it and
service while the railroad another drunk came in,
had declined in popularity knocked into him and
was because the railroads knocked it on the ground.
had let not only the service
"The first man got so mad
but their depots go.
he took a punch at the guy
"You can’t do that and still picked up his bag of popcorn
appeal to the public. Buses and walked out. Mort Sahl
are cheaper and depen- couldn’t of done better."
dable," he said.
Not everyone is so
"Of course there are some
anonymous.
(modes of transportation)
that are impossible to
Ticket for singer
compete with, mainly the
MacLellan remembers the
airlines."
time at least 10 years ago
The bus driver also felt when Johnny Mathis came in
that the advertising cam- and had to get to San
paign "Leave the driving to Francisco to be on the Don
Sherwood T.V. show.
"He was so broke," she
remebers, "he didn’t have
all the money for the ticket.
"I think the whole fare was
$1.75. So I gave it to him out
of my own pocket. But he
never did pay me back.
19
"Just think. He’s got
millions of dollars now and
here I am still trying to earn
my pension. Everybody said
I should of called him up and
reminded him. I mean, what
would of happened if he
didn’t get there that night?
"But what’s the point? I’m
sure he would have made it
852 Pork Ave.
anyhow. Maybe he wouldn’t
Son Jose, Cal.
even remember," she said.

Skycreek Band

David Towne

Firemen search for cause of fire

Smoker ignites
$23,000 blaze
A
carelessly
placed
cigarette on a couch was the
cause of a fire that sent
several people leaping from
the second story windows of
a Job Corps residence at 189
S. 11th St. at midnight
Wednesday, according to
Captain Ron Delgado, public
relations officer for the San
Jose Fire Department.
The two story structure
houses 40 unskilled men who
are being trained by the
Federal Department of
Labor for various jobs,
Delgado said.
Fear and dense smoke
caused several men to jump
from the windows, but no one
was seriously injured, he
said.
John Madieros, 20, one of
the residents, was treated
and released from San Jose
Hospital for lacerations of
his left hand.

Campus
briefs
Black Students Organizing
Committee will sponsor a
dance tonight in the Loma
Prieta Room of the Student
Union.
The dance will begin at 9
p.m. Admission will be $2.

Delgado gave credit to two
resident advisers, Sidney
Staton, 44, and Charles Tony,
32, both of San Jose, for
promptly reporting the fire
and evacuating the building
by "literally going around
and pounding on (bedroom)
doors."
An estimated $23,000
damage was done to the
second floor hallway and
recreation room, Delgado
reported.

An effort Is now being
made to implement a law
which requires all instructional related activities
(IRA) to be state funded by
Jan. 1.
Glen Guttormsen, director
of business affairs, said a
task force, along with the
statewide Academic Senate
and the state university and
college presidents, are
currently
discussing
recommendations to present
to the board of trustees on
the funding.
But Guttormsen added
that all recommendations
will not be disclosed to the
public at this time to avoid
"confusion." He declined to
comment further on the
meetings saying only that all
regulations for the funding
should be completed by Jan.
1.
AB 3116, as the bill was
called, was recently signed
into law by Gov. Reagen. It
is intended to fund such
programs as the Spartan
Daily, marching band,
drama activities, dance
programs and others.
The task force, composed
of representatives from the
19 campuses and the
California State University
and
Colleges
Student
President Association, was
formed to make recommendations to the board of
trustees on how the funds
should
be
distributed
throughout the state.
DRIVE-INS
Box Office 00enS 6 15
Snow Starts 6 45
Children n e 1 Fr

Spartaguide

EL RANCHO

FRIDAY
salsa Law Studeata will sponsur a general
law school Information meeting regards,*
venous law colleges. I.SAT, catalogs. ap.
Orations and personal couselmg The
group will meet from 1104 um in the S.0
Guadalupe Room.
Pre-Law Club will meet at 5 p.m. tit SD 231
Ralm’i Misdeal Eon= will meet at 6:30 p m
in the S.0 Costanoan Route The group will
celebrate the birth of Baha’ullah. All are
welcome.
SUNDAY
Hillel. Jewish Studeat Organisation, will
halt’s very important meeting at 11 a.m Al
1001 St
441
MONDAY
PI Sigma Alpba will sponsor a debate between Dr John Wettergreen. SJSU politicul
mience prof and Dr Robert Girard,
professor at Stanford University and civ
author of Prop 9 ’The debate will be held at
130 p.m. in the S U Almaden Room
TUESDAY
&Ungar will nieet at 6,30 p.ni tn Health
Building 200.
WEDNESDAY
SJSU Sierra Club will meet Al 7 se p.m In
the S U Almaden Room PMns for the
bicycle trip on Nov. 16 will be made. Aftet
the meeting, the club will go ice skating

Que Tal, a Chicano literary
publication, will sponsor a
barbeque noon til sundown
tomorrow at Backesto Park,
North 13th and Empire
streets.
Tickets may be purchased
from Que Tal staff members
or Henry Loco in the EOP
offices. Advance prices are
$1.75 for adults and $1.25 for
children.

204-20u1

Rated "PG"
Barbara Streisand

"WHATS UP

DOC?"

Ryan O’Neal

"THIFF WHO
CAME TO
DINNER’"

TROPKAIRE
Nal
Rated "R"
Jim Brown

"3 THE HARD WAY"
"BRING ME THEHEAD
OF ALFRFOO
GARCIA"
IN

TROPKAIRE
Ne.2

:SO 81.1.1
Rated "R"
Clint Eastwood

"THUNDERBOLT&

LIGHTFOOT"

-LITTLE RIC; MAN"
"A MAN CALLED
HORSE’.

ROUND THE CORNER WEEKLY

The United Fund Drive at
today.
closes
SJSU
Department coordinators for
the drive who have received
donations are to turn in the
packets to the fund coordinator, Jack Colladay.
Ie
Student
Indai
The
Association will sponsor New
Year celebration films,
tomorrow, 7 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. No
admission charge.
I..
The MECHA organization
will sponsor a dance in the
S.U. Ballroom Saturday at 9

: A

SCHEDULE

11111E111

MONDAY SPORTS NIGHT 6 P.M.
till Ntai 59.110’ sod Bolis [Doll
All
011/ .1 SO
Oisashi ilsor 40. During Goo Only I
TUESDAY: FAMILY NIGHT. 5 P.M.
till Cloonos fro oft bolts Will
Ivo pato
WEDNESDAY, FACULTY NIGHT,
1 PM. till 9 I M.
Boor 9.00 paelor DrooM 40’
I stot
TOURSDAY: GREEK MIGHT: 4 P.M
tat doom Drolltt Boor 40. I Ono
NOW of Dor LI.00

FRIDAY GAME NIGHT 6 TGIF
1 P.M. .9 P.M.
parnotoi
Foch Imo pato ortlor
I., foololl INNANNAI I. le MIE
Moony Wei Cose Pnto ./S.00
SATURDAY: VICTORY NIGHT
WO or Lool At Sporn from No nag
stia or elartio 60 elminvTies (2) ON4401
Mon for 50. 1.8 nIl 114 morel
SUNDAYDrookt B.6 All 16 sod silo Isi
151
Imam. 61 Gont IWO
lot II.50

WEEKLY LUNCH II2 MoIo AIM f111* -.FIN 1641 witto oaf Doloo Gm& Staled,
Droohl itssr AO I glsti
or Logo
slroot froo poomet oil popcorn
sent, Cello tau TV,

5s1.o26i ila M to 2 PM
HOURS Solo Oro Iltroodo ii AM to It PM mO1
"El Nacho" and "unhon. 293-5303
Railroad" will
444 EAST WILLIAMS--SAN JOSE, CA.
1.
perform.
goismolossomminiumsommimmisommimmmimmmq
No
Bring this ad and become part of

derground

Nov. 1st & 2nd

SERRA TWINS
263-4100
Milpitas Alyiso Rd. (237) & Fry
CA

No. 1

Steve Mciueen Dustin Hoff man

"PAPILLION"
1

When you buy one
taco, burrito, tostada, or chiliburger

II

you get one more

1

good
thru 11/22/74
loom me me Ism

mew me

me

No.

=mem=

L

Two Walt Disney Hits

"SUPER DAD"
"SON OF FLUBBER"

FREE’

Limit one
coupon per adult

Offer

*

"DREAM LOVERS"

SANT A

1

I

/111A

Sr

I

mom mom moo Immum mow .II

Weekday

Can -Eat

Club

Sea Dinner

2.49:

! Tue-Italiar, Spaghetti

2.49:

,! Wed-Fish Fry

2.49:
2.59:
2.791

Thur-Turkey Dinner
1I
1 Fri -Clam Fry Special.
1
Have a after-dinner drink in our Rumkeg Lounge
Open 6a.m.

AM I a.m.
,

ID
0

111,14

Johnson’s

All -You
’Mon -Deep

17

(15 minutes from SJS)

TACO LA PAZ/ 380 E. Santa Clara St./San Jose,

Howard

I
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5403 Stevens I
II
Creek Blvd
Santa Clara
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